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The role of infection in asthma is presently a paradox. While respiratory syncytial virus, among others, has long been believed to instigate immunological changes which lead to asthma, and rhinovirus might be an important contributory factor in the exacerbation of asthma symptoms in children and adults, there is increasing speculation that infections in early life have a protective role in the development of allergy and asthma. The motivation for this theory was the observation of a strong relationship between birth order and the risk of allergic disease and generic atopy which has consistently emerged from British cohorts spanning the last 40 years. One of the appeals of the infection hypothesis is its undoubted capacity to explain the increase in allergic disease in developed societies over recent years as an inevitable consequence of improved hygiene standards, increased immunisation, and reduced contact between children owing to declining family size and less crowded homes. A theory which was once based exclusively on epidemiological associations has now gained support on immunological grounds. As the mechanisms which control the immune response to allergen and the course of events in early life leading to maturation of this system become better understood, it is evident that the microbial environment of early life is a potential influence on this process. Neither epidemiology nor immunology yet provide much evidence on the nature of the infection or infections likely to be involved, but each supplies some useful, though sometimes disparate, clues.

In this issue of Thorax Farooqi and Hopkin have taken a retrospective look at all the available health records of a relatively recent (1975–1984) birth group taken from a single general practice in Oxfordshire, and examined links between a diversity of early childhood infections and the subsequent diagnosis of allergic disease. This historical cohort study is relatively small, comprising just under 2000 subjects, and the resultant lack of power may explain the failure of the authors to detect an association between birth order and doctor diagnosed asthma, eczema, or hay fever. Nevertheless, a study of this size had a very good chance (at least 80% probability) of detecting a halving of risk of allergic disease in children with multiple older siblings such as that previously described. It is possible that the relationship between birth order and allergy has weakened over time, perhaps as exposure to the underlying influential factor—whether infection or otherwise—has become more ubiquitous. Alternatively, the disparity may reflect biases introduced in the study by the influence that parental consulting behaviour is likely to have on the clinical diagnosis of allergic disease. The birth order effect would tend to be reduced, for example, if the same symptoms were presented earlier in a child with an affected older sibling. It is this potential for consulting and diagnostic behaviour to affect both the allergic outcome and the determination of infection exposure which is the primary source of bias and confounding in this study. Nevertheless, by using general practice records these authors are able to look at a wider range of early childhood infections and immunisations than has previously been considered and to explore the temporality of the exposure-response relationship.

From an epidemiological standpoint, several of the common infectious diseases of childhood are prime candidates for investigation. The proportion of children contracting whooping cough, measles, and mumps has reduced substantially in the developed world as a result of the introduction of vaccine, which happened prior to the earliest reports of increases in the prevalence of allergic disease for all but mumps. Acquisition of measles infection and the age and severity of infection are strongly dependent upon familial factors, especially crowding in the home; the same is likely to be true of the other childhood infectious diseases. The findings reported by Farooqi and Hopkin are remarkably consistent with a similar study published earlier this year in Thorax showing no effect, or even a positive association, between asthma, eczema, and hay fever and each of the childhood infectious diseases except measles. It is notable that rates of chickenpox, which have changed very little over recent years, are substantially lower in this new study than in the previous one which was based on parental responses, suggesting that common childhood infectious diseases are frequently not reported to, or else recorded by, the GP. It is therefore possible that parental consulting habits confound the positive associations reported by Farooqi and Hopkin and none were significant in multivariate analysis with adjustment for frequency of GP consultation. On the other hand, in both recent studies the association with measles is opposite to that seen for all of the other infections such that measles has an apparently protective effect on one or more of asthma, eczema, and hay fever which was too small to reach statistical significance in either study. Measles was first implicated in data from West Africa where children with measles infection were significantly less likely to be atopic, assessed by allergen skin sensitivity, than those receiving measles immunisation. The relevance of measles is intriguing therefore, but overall these studies provide little support for a role for any of the other common childhood infectious diseases addressed in this study.

One possibility raised by the West African data is that, rather than measles infection having some protective role against the development of allergy, measles immunisation might promote its development. The immune response induced by measles and other vaccines or their adjuvants is consistent with the possibility that increased availability of vaccination rather than reduced exposure to infection might have contributed to the increased prevalence of allergic disease. This question is difficult to address in most developed societies where most vaccinations are now too ubiquitous and the few who remain unvaccinated are an atypical group. Farooqi and Hopkin have looked specifically at two vaccinations introduced relatively recently, pertussis and measles, and found that most of the subjects received both vaccines, but that doctor diagnosed asthma, eczema, and hay fever were increased in those who received pertussis immunisation compared with the 27% who did not. Pertussis vaccine has been previously linked to asthma and its adjuvants are known to stimulate IgE production. Nevertheless, if pertussis vaccination does alter the risk of allergic disease it is unlikely to explain its changing prevalence, for the temporal pattern in the uptake of pertussis vaccination (high in the early 1970s, dropping sharply to 30% nationally by 1975 following public fears about the safety and efficacy of the vaccine, and rising rapidly for the remainder of the 1970s and 1980s) is inconsistent with the steady increase in the prevalence of
asthma in successive birth cohorts during the same period.13 Since the same alum adjuvant is also present in diphtheria and tetanus vaccines (introduced during the 1940s and 1960s, respectively), it is still possible that the positive association with pertussis vaccination reflects the involvement of other vaccinations. Overall, however, the vaccination argument does not fit as intuitively with the strong birth order effect in allergic disease as does infection.

Infections transmitted easily between children, such as those operating by the oral-oral or faecal-oral route, would be most in keeping with the birth order effect. Interest has focused on respiratory infections because, epidemiologically, exposure bears a strong relationship with family size14 and, immunologically, this places the T' cell response to infection at the site of contact with inhaled allergen.15 In one of the first studies to provide direct evidence relating infection to allergy Martinez et al found persistently low IgE levels in children experiencing a non-wheezing lower respiratory tract infection in the first few years of life.16 Yet, despite removing from analysis all those who wheezed during a lower respiratory tract infection, Farooqi and Hopkin found the diagnosis of allergic disease to be positively rather than negatively associated with all types of infection of the respiratory tract. This data set was too small and the potential biases too great to unravel the hypothetically diametrically opposed effects of respiratory viral infection on the inception of asthma and on the development of atopy. Only one study to date has suggested that infections transmitted by the faecal-oral route might be important17; exposure to hepatitis A was inversely associated with atopy but did not explain the birth order effect. One interpretation is that, if infection modifies the risk of atopy, more than a single exposure to a specific infection is involved; this is more consistent, perhaps, with the immunological picture.

The allergen specific T cell response, which in the mature immune system is polarised towards the Th2 cytokine profile in atopic subjects but the Th1 profile in non-atopic subjects, is unstable during early life, perhaps reaching an equilibrium only after the first 4–5 years. The balance attained may be determined by the cytokine environment, either at the first or each of multiple exposures to a specific antigen, and influenced therefore by the Th1 cytokine response to a succession of bacterial and viral pathogens.18 The more important part of the development process, however, may be the length of time for this balance to accrue, such that those destined to become atopic take longer to achieve maturation of immune competence.19

The environmental drive for maturation may be confrontation with the microbial environment especially, perhaps, of the gut.1 In animal models normal immune development is inhibited whilst the stomach is a pathogen free environment; a specific antigen, and influenced therefore by the Th1 cytokine profile in atopic subjects but the Th2 profile in non-atopic subjects, is unstable during early life, perhaps reaching an equilibrium only after the first 4–5 years. The balance attained may be determined by the cytokine environment, either at the first or each of multiple exposures to a specific antigen, and influenced therefore by the Th1 cytokine response to a succession of bacterial and viral pathogens.18 The more important part of the development process, however, may be the length of time for this balance to accrue, such that those destined to become atopic take longer to achieve maturation of immune competence.19

The environmental drive for maturation may be confrontation with the microbial environment especially, perhaps, of the gut.1 In animal models normal immune development is inhibited whilst the stomach is a pathogen free environment29; a similar condition is created in humans in response to antibiotics. By this argument antibiotic use in early childhood might be hypothesised to increase the subsequent risk of atopy and the findings of Farooqi and Hopkin are consistent with this hypothesis, though bias arising from the prescription of antibiotics for symptoms marking the onset of allergic disease is an alternative and likely explanation. If this were the case, we would expect the relationship with allergic disease to be stronger in relation to the use of antibiotics for respiratory tract infection than for urinary or other non-respiratory infection. On balance the opposite is true in the group studied by Farooqi and Hopkin, though the confidence intervals are wide and overlapping. A causal link between antibiotic use and allergy is also supported by the strength and dose-response pattern of the association in this study and the specificity of the effect to antibiotic use in the early years. Nevertheless, antibiotic use would seem to have little connection with birth order and thus, if the effect is real, this puzzle remains unsolved.

We have therefore advanced over very recent years from an infection hypothesis based on indirect epidemiological observations to a position where immunology can provide at least two potential mechanisms, but the direct evidence is still inconclusive. Interestingly, if antibiotics are involved, we may need to modify the original hypothesis to encompass all aspects of the microbial environment, commensals as well as pathogens. There is clearly much here worthy of further research. On the evidence of the data reported by Farooqi and Hopkin, more epidemiological studies in younger cohorts of developed countries may not be helpful because even some of what we once consider common childhood infections such as measles now occur in less than 5% of the population, while most children are prescribed antibiotics at some time in early childhood. We may therefore have to rely on studies of older populations, despite all the associated problems and biases involved in retrospectively assessing exposures in early childhood. Ultimately, however, the most convincing answers seem likely to come from similar studies in the developing world.
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